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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

David Marques

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

27/11/1985

A.3 Country of citizenship

Portugal
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

David Marques

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2008

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

116904057_10158683589061639_2905351290784529027_o.jpg

B.4 Address

Rua Marques da Silva 4, 5º D
Lisboa 1170-224
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

+351 964109322

B.6 Email

davidmarques.mail@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Website

https://davidmarques.org/

Instagram

https://davidmarquex

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2F116904057_10158683589061639_2905351290784529027_o.jpg&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=8e3591074adff6fe93d21e0b94ac069698432e1d1962045b52592b7ee4231c95
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Rua+Marques+da+Silva+4%2C+5%C2%BA+D+Lisboa+1170-224+Portugal
mailto:davidmarques.mail@gmail.com
https://davidmarques.org/
https://davidmarquex/
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Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZYwDzEvUxUxTONl54sVq6g

C. ARTISTIC WORK

C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Dance

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2010 - 2011 / France / CCN Montpellier
2011 - 2016 / Israel / Tmuna Theater, Mandel Center, Kelim Choreography Center
2011 / Belgium / Rosas Summer Studios
2012 / Ukraine / Gogolfest
2014 / Germany / Lake Studios20

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2008 / Spain / Festival Pe de Piedra
2009 / Spain / Festival Alt Vigo
2011 - 2016 / Israel / Tmuna Theater, Jerusalem International Dance Week
2012 / Spain / La Fundición Bilbao
2018 / Brazil / SESC Sorocaba, SESC Consolação, Espaço Cultural Sérgio Porto
2020 / Italy / Short Theater

C.4 Usual target audiences

Adults (26-65)

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZYwDzEvUxUxTONl54sVq6g
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I have been working with dance and choreography professionally since 2008.
I have been doing my research from different places - as a dancer, choreographer, outside eye / critical accompaniment,
rehearsal assistant and production assistant. All of these views are in line with my work and my work ethic. Over these 13
years, I've made 12 pieces as a choreographer (alone and in partnership) and 20 projects as a dancer/performer or outside
eye , especially in Portugal, France, Switzerland and Israel. I studied at the Escola Superior de Dança, in Lisbon (where I
went to live when I was 17, coming from Torres Novas, a small town in Ribatejo) and EXERCE (training program from CCN
Montpellier). This temporary move to France to study was fundamental in the development of my professional path and the
establishment of new personal and professional relationships.
My work has been made up of collaborations with other artists, directing projects with Ido Feder or Tiago Cadete, in
scenography and lighting with Tiago Cadete, in video with Diogo Brito, in music with Miguel Lucas Mendes. I don't believe it's
possible to make art any other way, without being in collaboration. 
My creative work has focused lately on thinking about the spaces for the emergence and presentation of dances - more
subjective or more concrete internal spaces, such as studios, dance floors, houses. It is a work of imagination and projection,
I've mostly stayed in the studio for that research. I have also developed a poetics from ideas related to documentation and the
archive, in a work on various times (past, present and future), using video, personal memories and repetition as a
choreographic tool. 
In Portugal, since 2020 I have working within a movement of action and political pressure for the rights of cultural
professionals - the Ação Cooperativista.
I am currently attending a Master's Degree in Aesthetics and Artistic Studies at the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences of
Universidade Nova de Lisboa.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?

As a performer I've been involved in a few projets that entailed participatory practices. The most interesting and important to
me was 'A Viagem', by portuguese choreographer Filipa Francisco. The project proposed the encounter of Traditional
Portuguese folk music and dance groups with contemporary dance practitioners. For more than 5 years, we've travelled the
whole country to meet these groups, for 2 to 5 weeks ,and develop a performance together. In each town presented, the show
involved a local folklore group, putting contemporary dance into dialogue and confrontation with folklore and traditional
dances. It was a very intense period for thinking about portuguese traditions and its relation to identity issues (the heritage of
the nationalist dictatorship from 1933 to 1974, for example), to think about how transmission is important in the practice of
contemporary dance and how personal relationships can inform and affect creation processes. 
As a choreographer, I've developed, during the pandemic an online project called 'Critique' (in collaboration with Tiago
Cadete). 'Critique' was a digital spa where we 'offered treatments' that promoted critical thinking about the performing arts.
The website was a platform in which we thought about criticism in the performing arts in Portugal, both from the critic's point
of view and from the point of view of the artists and the audience. On the site there were proposals for critical reflection for
users on shows they have seen throughout their lives (they could send us all kinds of files, texts, their opinions), bibliography
and zoom interviews with critics or people who have been critics in dance and theater in Portugal in recent decades, as well
as with artists (Rui Pina Coelho, Claudia Galhós, Maria José Fazenda, Tiago Bartolomeu Costa, Mónica Guerreiro, Paula
Varanda, Jorge Louraço Figueira, Gonçalo Frota, Ana Pais, Eugénia Vasques, Francisco Camacho, Raquel André, João dos
Santos Martins, Victor Hugo Pontes, Sofia Dias and Vítor Roriz , between others). This platform was intended to create a
space for public reflection within and outside the artistic community.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

No

In what ways do you foresee your creative work to be sensible to/affected by local contexts?
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It's hard for me to think that I can work from a place that is not somehow present in the work. This does not mean, of course,
that my research starts precisely from the place or context in which I find myself. But the idea that the conditions (physical,
economic and social) in which we create are decisive in the artistic process seems clear to me. 
In recent years, I have been researching from contexts that are close to me (the contexts of developing an artistic project in
Portugal such as the Ministry of Culture supports or my own house) to create pieces. It became important for me to feel a
direct relationship between where I am and what I can say, even if these places are abstract or not physical places. What is
the place from where I can (or should) say something. Perhaps the big question for me right now is how to do work from a
context 'I'm in', but with which maybe I don't have an affinity. When that happens, I think that the visitor's status must be
guaranteed. Not a tourist, but a visitor. In other words, I can't say something about a place I only know temporarily. Or can I?
The big challenge, and one that interests me a lot, will be to understand how I can work from a context without: 1. Assuming
that I am showing something that is 'the truth' about that context or 2. 'Exoticizing' the site /context I'm working on.
Today, I am particularly interested in thinking that I can work from a specific context and that, in this sense, I can contribute to
the idea that, in art, it is not always possible to produce a work that can be reproduced anywhere in the world, in a capitalist
market logic. I am interested in processes that involve visits, interviews, talks, and research into historical documents.

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

David-Marques_PORTUGAL.pdf

C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hcHGiqQWlc

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

After a year and a half of isolation, caution, distrust and a lot of fear for many of us, it became urgent to 'reconnect' - with each
other, with our bodies. I don't believe that during this year and a half we've lost our bodies or our personal relationships, but
we've lost context. This was true for everyone, including artists. Being able to circulate again, regaining a sense of mobility
seems important to me. After a period of closed borders, mistrust and prejudice even in relation to certain territories
considered more 'unsafe', Europe must focus on re-establishing bridges. And artists can play an important role in this
restoration. I believe so - and would like to be a part of it. However, we have another question to think about: are there ways
to get around Europe ecologically? Are, for example, citizens of southern countries prepared to stop using the plane to travel?
Or also in the issues of ecological mobility, will get stuck on the obvious inequality between European countries?

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FDavid-Marques_PORTUGAL.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=041fd2c5dde5831a1460cf9eceedeed9f9c6183e04f0147f7199af012fbea52a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hcHGiqQWlc
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'Connecting dots' would, literally mean, 'To attempt to complete a puzzle in which dots on a paper must be connected in a
specific order so that the joining lines form a picture' or 'To make connections in one's mind, arriving at a more holistic
understanding of the situation.' Both seem to me fair and interesting possibilities for thinking about this theme-hat, you
propose. If on the one hand 'connecting dots' could be a way to find relationships between contexts or people that already
exist, that are already there even at a distance (and therefore, our goal would only be to reveal these invisible relationships),
on the other hand 'connecting dots' could to be an individual process, more internal and intimate, of recognising the
resonance that the articulation of several different things (visions, thoughts) can have in us - and with this resonance we can
consciously propose something, act. The two possibilities seem to me to be fundamental in a creative process based on the
idea of   displacement, in the geographical sense of the term (working from, with, in a space that is unfamiliar to us), but also in
the philosophical sense (of what is the ontology of the creative process). Revealing what is already there and letting what 'I
see/touch/hear resonate in me' are, deep down, the basis of all my work.
Finding people, communities and contexts seems to me today, at 35, much richer than 15 years ago, when I was younger.
Today, curiosity about others (perhaps because I myself have more knowledge about who I am, as a person and as an artist)
is a driving force behind my work.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.
I am aware of and agree with the Privacy terms*

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

No

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

No

Scoring

Average Score

0

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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